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Quantum Mechanics tests:

- Collapse Models
- Pauli Exclusion Principle Violation

Relation between Quantum and Gravity







The measurement problem

Possible solutions:

-De Broglie – Bohm

- Many-World Interpretations

-Collapse of the w.f.

-.....
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What are collapse models

1. Collapse models = solution of the 
measurement problem

Paradox-free description of  the quantum 
world

2. Collapse models = rival theory of 
Quantum Mechanics

They are related to experiments 
testing quantum linearity

3. Collapse models as phenomenological 
models of an underlying pre-quantum 
theory

Can gravity causes the collapse?
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The collapse depends on the effective size of the mass density of 

particles in the superposition, and is random: this randomness 

shows up as a diffusion of the particles’ motion, resulting, if 

charged, in the emission of radiation. We computed the radiation 

emission rate, which is faint but detectable







We then performed a dedicated experiment at the Gran Sasso 

underground laboratory to measure this radiation emission rate. 

Our result sets a lower bound on the effective size of the mass 

density of nuclei, which is about three orders of magnitude larger 

than previous bounds. This rules out the natural parameter-free 

version of the Diósi–Penrose model.





Spontaneous emission including nuclear protons –

data taking at LNGS (ultrapure Ge)! 











BEGe detector at LNGS – we are in run since early July





Questions:

-What induces the collapse:

Could be related with gravity?

-Has it anything to do with dark

Sector (matter, energy)?

- Is there any theory beyond QM?

PARADIGM: PAtterns in 

the spontaneous RAdiation 

as high-sensitivity probe for 

DIssipative colored Gravity-

related collapse Models
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How to go from 
“to be AND Not to be” to 

“to be oR Not to be”
FQXi and JTF recent 

pojectS
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QUBO: Exploring the QUantum Boundaries of many-body systems 

– an Odyssey into the gravity related collapse models 
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We also search for the impossible atoms

An experiment to test the Pauli Exclusion 

Principle (PEP) for electrons in a clean 

environment (LNGS) using atomic physics 

methods – the VIP experiment
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Theories of Violation of Statistics

O.W. Greenberg: AIP Conf.Proc.545:113-127,2004

“Possible external motivations for violation of statistics include:

(a) violation of CPT, (b) violation of locality, (c) violation of

Lorentz invariance, (d) extra space dimensions, (e) discrete space

and/or time and (f) noncommutative spacetime. Of these (a) seems

unlikely because the quon theory which obeys CPT allows

violations, (b) seems likely because if locality is satisfied we can

prove the spin-statistics connection and there will be no violations,

(c), (d), (e) and (f) seem possible…………..

Hopefully either violation will be found experimentally or our

theoretical efforts will lead to understanding of why only bose

and fermi statistics occur in Nature.”



n=2

n=1

Normal 2p –>1s 

transition

Energy 8.04 keV

2p –>1s transition 

violating

Pauli principle

Energy 7.7 keV

Search for anomalous X-ray transitions

when bringing “new” electrons

Experimental method:

n=2

n=1

Messiah Greenberg superselection rule
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Nat. Phys. (2020). 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41567-020-

1008-4



Entropy 2020, 22(11), 1195; 

https://doi.org/10.3390/e22111195 



In the coming years we expect 

either to find a small violation or to 

be able to bound the probability 

that PEP is violated by electrons 

pushing it about 2 orders of 

magnitude lower
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Lev Okun' wrote in his 1987 paper (JETP Lett. 

1987 46:11, 529–532)  that 

"The special place enjoyed by 

the Pauli principle in modern 

theoretical physics does not 

mean that this principle does 

not require further and 

exhaustive experimental tests. 

On the contrary, it is 

specifically the fundamental 

nature of the Pauli principle 

which would make such tests, 

over the entire periodic table, 

of special interest”

New setup: VIP3 – new SDDs

In preparation

Study PEP violation

Along the periodic table
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Stawell underground laboratory:

experiments testing quantum 

mechanics?
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